Regional and global climate models are usually validated by comparison to derived observations or reanalyses. Using a model in data assimilation results in a direct comparison to observations to produce its own analyses that may reveal systematic errors. In this study, regional analyses over North America are produced based on the fifth-generation Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5) combined with the variational data assimilation system of the Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC). CRCM5 is driven at its boundaries by global analyses from ERA-Interim or produced with the global configuration of the CRCM5. Assimilation cycles for the months of January and July 2011 revealed systematic errors in winter through large values in the mean analysis increments. This bias is attributed to the coupling of the lateral boundary conditions of the regional model with the driving data particularly over the northern boundary where a rapidly changing large-scale circulation created significant cross-boundary flows. Increasing the time frequency of the lateral driving and applying a large-scale spectral nudging significantly improved the circulation through the lateral boundaries, which translated in a much better agreement with observations.
Introduction
When used in data assimilation, a model is constantly compared to observations. Based on statistical estimation principles, a short-term model forecast from the previous analysis is drawn toward the observations through the assimilation process that builds a correction to the background state, the analysis increment, which should in principle be unbiased. That is, in a bias free data assimilation system, the analysis increment averaged over a sufficiently large ensemble should be close to zero (Dee 2005) . Therefore, a systematic correction is indicative of a bias associated with error in either the observations or the background state itself or both. On the other hand, Rodwell and Palmer (2007, hereafter RP07) pointed out that a bias in the analysis increment corresponds to an opposite systematic physical tendency observed in the first time steps of a 6-h forecast. A diagnostic based on tendencies provides also useful information to diagnose the fast-acting processes of the model. The total tendency is the sum of the tendencies from each of the physical processes and the dynamics. It is expected that at any location, the total tendency and the analysis increments should average to zero over a large number of cases (RP07). Because it is constantly drawn toward the observations by the assimilation, the model's forecast tends to restore its own equilibrium during the short-term integration to produce the background state. These diagnostics are therefore revealing imbalances associated with the adjustment from the observed climatology to that of the model. This is why it is necessary that the model we want to assess be the one used to produce its own analyses. This suggests that data assimilation could be valuable even for climate models as a diagnostic approach to test, for example, different configurations to prevent the emergence of spurious internal variability associated with unbalanced physics in the model. A detailed explanation of the initial tendency diagnostic approach can be found in RP07 and Chikhar and Gauthier (2014) . The latter evaluated the Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM) (Côté et al. 1998 ) model and the fifth-generation Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5) (Zadra et al. 2008 ) by analyzing their initial dynamical balance based on the initial tendency diagnostic. It is important to mention that Chikhar and Gauthier (2014) used existing analyses, namely analyses from the Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) Laroche et al. 2007 ) and those of ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) , with the objective of studying the sensitivity to initial and boundary conditions. They showed that the analyses have a significant impact on the model and can lead to the emergence of a bias. On the other hand, a bias in the model can be caused by the lateral driving, and Chikhar and Gauthier (2015) used physical and dynamical tendencies to detect a sensitivity of the CRCM5 to changes in the lateral boundary conditions. These studies and others (e.g., Rodwell and Jung 2008) revealed the usefulness of the initial tendencies in model development and evaluation. This suggested using the CRCM5 within an assimilation system to assess a model through information brought in by the assimilation and the initial tendency diagnostic. This is the essential motivation of the work presented here. Taking advantage of the fact that the CRCM5 is very close to the limited-area regional model of MSC, GEM-LAM (Mailhot et al. 2006 ), used to produce regional analyses (Caron et al. 2015) , it was technically possible to use the CRCM5 instead of the GEM-LAM in data assimilation and therefore, to benefit from the immense work done to validate the system for the large volume of assimilated data. Validating a model in this context is a long process, and this approach avoided many difficulties that arise when building a data assimilation system from scratch (e.g., quality control of the observations, detailed study of each observation operator, tuning of the error statistics). The objective of the study was to see first if the system could be cycled in time without drifting. Moreover, it was envisioned that the analysis increments and the physical tendencies on top of the data monitoring could help us pinpoint the source of problems if any.
In collaboration with Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC), the MSC regional ensemblevariational data assimilation system (EnVar) Caron et al. 2015) was adapted to use the CRCM5 in the assimilation of all observations currently used at MSC. However, producing regional analyses in a fully cycled assimilation system gives rise to difficulties associated with the way the regional model is driven at its lateral boundaries. The lateral driving can induce important contrasts between the driving data and the regional model forecast due to many factors such as, for example, differences in spatial resolution and physical parameterizations used in the driving and driven models (Warner et al. 1997; Scinocca et al. 2016) . Moreover, it is well known that regional models do not represent well the large-scale circulation because of their limited integration domain (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu 2007; Scinocca et al. 2016) . In addition, the error in the forecast of the regional model can be exacerbated when the lateral boundary is located where a fast-moving synoptic circulation creates rapidly changing crossboundary flows (Denis et al. 2002) . As a result, the background state provided to the assimilation system could then be very poor and even unrealistic in the vicinity of the nesting zone.
In many regional assimilation systems, the regional model is driven by its global version or global reanalyses (e.g., Fillion et al. 2010; Mesinger et al. 2006 ). In our study, the lateral driving issue will be examined using ERA-Interim reanalyses as well as global analyses based on the GEMCLIM model, the CRCM5 global version. This will allow us to test their compatibility with the regional model and also investigate different nesting procedures.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the experimental framework is presented describing the assimilation system as well as the model used. A preliminary evaluation of the regional assimilation is presented in section 3. A deeper investigation is presented in sections 4-7 to address the nesting procedure issue and establish an adequate lateral driving strategy. A verification of the regional assimilation system in its adopted settings is presented in section 8. Finally, conclusions are given in section 9.
2. The regional assimilation system: Design and experimental framework
The configuration of the CRCM5 used is the same as that described in Chikhar and Gauthier (2014) . Namely, it uses a terrain-following vertical coordinate (Laprise 1992) with 80 levels up to 0.1 hPa. The horizontal resolution is ;20 km with a time step of 10 min. In our system, the boundary conditions are applied in a band along the boundary of the domain, the width of which comprises 20 grid points. The outermost 10 grid points are used as upstream data for the semi-Lagrangian interpolation while the next 10 grid points delimit the blending zone where the model solution is relaxed to the driving data using a method introduced by Davies (1976) . The background states are forecasts from the model valid at every time step for a 6-h interval centered on the time of the analysis which is either 0000, 0600, 1200, or 1800 UTC. The domain used in the experimentation (see Fig. 1 ) is the same as that used in the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) over North America ( Separović et al. 2013) .
The assimilation system is based on the fourdimensional ensemble-variational data assimilation (4DEnVar) recently implemented at MSC for deterministic weather prediction Caron et al. 2015) . The 4DEnVar is an incremental variational assimilation system based on the use of hybrid background error covariances with a weighted average of the static covariances B nmc formulation, used in the previous 4DVar and 3DVar systems, and a flowdependent 4D ensemble covariances B ens obtained from the ensemble Kalman filter assimilation system also used at MSC for its ensemble prediction system (Houtekamer et al. 2014 ). In our experiments, only the static covariances B nmc were used, making in fact the 4DEnVar a 3DVar First Guess at Appropriate Time (FGAT). The static covariances were estimated from the global GEM model forecasts using the so-called NMC method (Parrish and Derber 1992) . The minimization employs a quasi-Newton algorithm (Gilbert and Lemaréchal 1989) with 70 iterations, the first 5 iterations being done without the variational quality control (QC-Var) (Gauthier et al. 2003) . The observations assimilated over a 6-h window are only those located within the model domain and include data from radiosondes, aircraft, surface land stations, buoys, ships, wind profilers, scatterometers, microwave and infrared satellite sounders and imagers, atmospheric motion vectors, and satellite-based GPS radio occultation. This assimilation system produces analysis increments over a 400 3 200 global grid corresponding to a resolution of ;100 km. These increments are then interpolated to the CRCM5 higher resolution (;20 km) over the model domain and added to the background state to produce the analysis. However, in the incremental formulation (Courtier et al. 1994; Gauthier et al. 2007) , while using the model at its full resolution is essential to compare the background state to the observations, the filtering properties of the background error statistics only require that the analysis increment be at a coarser resolution. In Laroche et al. (1999) , it is shown that the analysis increment produced at the full resolution is nearly identical to what is obtained by using the incremental formulation.
Evaluation of the regional assimilation system
Assimilation cycles have been completed for January and July 2011. The term cycle stands here for the process through which each analysis is used as initial conditions for the next forecast used as the background state in the assimilation that produces the next analysis. In each experiment, the assimilation was cycled for one week to allow a spinup of the assimilation and the regional model driven 6-hourly at its lateral boundaries by global analyses.
a. The mean analysis increments
The analysis increment dx a 5 x a 2 x b is defined as the correction added to the background state x b to obtain the analysis x a . In absence of biases in the observation and background error, it is expected that the average of the analysis increments obtained during a one-month cycle should approximately vanish (Dee 2005) . If not, this is an indication of the presence of systematic errors in the background, the observations, or both. Figure 2 shows the mean temperature analysis increment averaged over January and July 2011 at different vertical levels. In July (Fig. 2b) , it is small over a large part of the domain except near the 100-hPa level where slightly positive mean increments are indicative of a cold bias in the background state. In January, however, significantly larger mean analysis increments are observed particularly over the northern Canadian archipelago at 100 and 250 hPa (Fig. 2a ), but they decrease as we move toward lower levels.
These relatively large negative values in the mean analysis increments could be attributed to two possible causes. It could be that ''weaknesses'' in the model are causing a departure from the observations in those regions that would indicate that the model is too ''warm'' in the northern part of the domain. Or it could be that the observations in the region have a cold bias. Monitoring of the data represents the departures of observations with respect to forecasts, called the innovations OMF 5 [y 2 H(x b )], where y is a vector representing all the observations, while H is the observation operator linking the model state to the observations. Similarly, show the impact of the analysis, which is to draw the model state closer to the observations. At any analysis time, these are averaged by grouping all similar observations. One would expect that they would both average out to zero if the observations and background error were unbiased. Figure 3 shows that there are a few radiosondes located in the region north of Canada in January where the anomalous mean analysis increment was observed (see Fig. 2 ). Figure 4a shows the temperature monitoring for all of the radiosondes in January, the OMF corresponding to the solid line and the OMA corresponding to the dotted line. The innovations present large values indicating a background departure from observations. The smaller values for the OMA compared to innovations indicate that the assimilation draws the background toward the observations. The values of the bias in the innovations can be lower than 28 K at times, which is abnormally large compared with the temperature observation error standard deviation (;1.4 K). At all levels, the mean innovations remain negative meaning that the model is too warm compared to observations. This is particularly strong in the second half of the month and also stronger in the upper levels. This indicates that a significant portion of the mean bias in the analysis increment is related to the elevated bias between 15 and 25 January. The experiment was extended to the month of February, and the results indicate that the bias in the innovations subside only to reappear a few days later. Temperature observations from these soundings can be considered unbiased so that biases in the innovations point to problems with the model. In the summer case, Fig. 4b shows very small OMF and OMA indicating that the assimilation system is doing well, and the model forecast is also close to observations except at 100-hPa level where slightly positive OMF are observed.
b. Assimilation using only radiosonde data
In a new experiment performed over the month of January, only observations from radiosondes were assimilated to rule out possible problems with the assimilation of satellite data over continents. The radiosonde observations are deemed unbiased and can be considered as a reference in our experiments. Radiosondes provide ;20 000 temperature and wind data points at 0000 and 1200 UTC to the assimilation. The monitoring of the same radiosondes as those shown in Fig. 3 leads to similar results as those in Fig. 4a confirming that the large differences between the model and observations remain. This in our view ruled out the possibility that the observations were responsible for the large mean analysis increments observed in the northern part of the domain. If it is the model that causes such biases, a biased analysis increment would translate as a systematic physical tendency according to RP07.
Diagnostics based on initial tendencies
When an analysis used as initial conditions for the short-term forecast is used as the background state for the next assimilation, it may lead to dynamical imbalances and trigger a relaxation phase to restore the model's own equilibrium. In RP07, it is shown that the presence of a bias in the mean analysis increments creates a similar bias of the opposite sign in the total mean physical and dynamical tendencies associated with this systematic relaxation process. Considering the temperature analysis increments DT (n) a at the analysis time t n for n 5 1, . . . , N, with N being the number of analyses, it can be shown that
where _ T (n) is the total tendency at the analysis time t n , the index k 5 1, . . . , p represents the p physical and dynamical processes with _ T 
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individual tendencies, and the overbar stands for averaging over all the analysis times. More details can be found in RP07. An examination of the different components of the total tendency associated with the individual processes provides information that has been found useful in understanding the source of the bias of the analysis increment that may be associated with the model itself. In Chikhar and Gauthier (2014) , these diagnostics were used to assess the impact of using third party analyses as initial conditions and/or boundary conditions in the CRCM5.
Since the mean analysis increments should average to zero over some period of time, the mean initial tendency averaged over a large number of forecasts should be close to zero as well for an unbiased model. Significant nonzero values are indicative of some imbalances and, as argued in RP07, this provides a very useful diagnostic to study the impact of different model configurations. Applied to the mean initial tendency for temperature of the CRCM5, the total tendency includes components associated with convection, radiation, vertical diffusion, large-scale condensation, and dynamics.
A 6-h temporal average of tendencies for temperature were calculated for 6-h forecasts based on the analyses at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC for the month of January 2011. After spatially averaging over the free region of the model (i.e., excluding the blending zone), the profiles of the total temperature tendency were obtained together with those associated with the individual processes updating the temperature variable. Figure 5 shows a large positive systematic tendency at nearly all model levels from temperature advection (dynamics) FIG. 4 . Mean OMF (solid line) and OMA (dotted line) computed for temperature observations from soundings in northern Canada over the month of (left) January and (right) July 2011 at levels (from top to bottom) 100, 250, 500, 700, and 850 hPa. See text for OMF and OMA definitions.
creating an excessive heating consistent with the large negative mean analysis increments observed in Fig. 2 required to bring the analysis closer to the observations. The initial mean temperature due to dynamics is ›T ›t adv.
where v is the wind vector and =T, the temperature gradient. It corresponds to advection of temperature that, when averaged spatially over the domain, would be attributed to heat fluxes through the boundaries. Figures 6a and 6b show the horizontal distribution of the mean initial tendency associated with dynamics at 100-and 250-hPa levels. Comparing this with Fig. 2 , a large warming is observed exactly where there are negative mean analysis increments. This suggests the bias in the analysis increments is related to errors in the large-scale part of the flow.
So far the diagnostics based on the temperature tendencies have enabled us to relate the bias in the analysis increment to a particular process, advection, and in a particular region. Furthermore, Fig. 6c shows the time series of the tendency associated with advection averaged over the model's domain indicating that the systematic erroneous advection of temperature occurs between 9 and 21 January. This decreases afterward only to reappear later (between 25 and 30 January). Figure 7 shows ERA-Interim reanalysis geopotential heights at 100 and 250 hPa, respectively, for 1800 UTC 22 January 2011. Figure 8 shows the corresponding fields of the regional model, which shows a serious mismatch near the northern boundary and a more zonal and less meridional flow in the northwestern quadrant. This situation occurred several times during that month. The comparison clearly shows inconsistencies in the largescale flow between the lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) and the regional model due to differences in evolution (Davies 2014) . The model then becomes too warm as shown in the dynamics tendency in Fig. 5 . In the assimilation, this problem leads to an important departure between the observations in the area and the background state defined by this forecast. The resulting analysis increment spreads the problem deeper in the interior of the domain according to the structure functions of the background error covariances.
In the current configuration of the CRCM5, the boundary conditions are provided by global analyses or forecasts at 6-h invervals that are linearly interpolated in time over the 6-h period. However, as discussed in Fillion et al. (2010) and Zhong et al. (2010) , this may be revisited to better take into account the location of the boundaries, the size of the model's domain, and its resolution. This will influence the choice made for the width of the buffer zone and the weights of the blending and other factors that will be discussed later.
Comparison to global analyses
To remove the impact of boundary conditions, another assimilation experiment has been done in which global analyses were produced with a global version of CRCM5, referred to as GEMCLIM. The horizontal resolution of GEMCLIM is ;50 km; it has the same vertical discretization as the regional configuration, and the height of the top level is also the same. The global and regional model versions use the same lower boundary conditions. Sea ice cover and sea surface temperature are prescribed from ERA-Interim reanalyses while snow cover and thickness as well as sea ice thickness are produced by the model. This experiment will be taken as a reference to assess the impact of imposing lateral boundary conditions. The variational assimilation is also very similar because the regional model benefits from the incremental formulation of the global assimilation. They both use the same observations (albeit limited to those within the domain of the CRCM5 for the regional assimilation) and the same observation and background error statistics. They only differ by the fact that different models are used to produce their own respective forecasts to evaluate the departures between observations and the background state. Over the CRCM5 domain, the mean global analysis increments for temperature (not shown) 
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do not have a similar bias to what was obtained with the regional experiment (see Fig. 2a ). In addition, for the same set of radiosondes used before (Fig. 3) , the monitoring for this experiment (not shown) indicates small mean OMF and OMA. The large bias seen before is absent. In this case, the model forecast is closer to the observations. Figure 9 presents the initial mean temperature tendencies associated with global forecasts based on the global analyses. To compare with the results of the regional analyses and forecasts, the global tendencies have been averaged over the CRCM5 free zone. The process tendencies, especially those for dynamics, are much smaller than what was observed before (Fig. 5) . In this case, the mean total tendency, as well as that from dynamics, is much more realistic and similar to results obtained in Chikhar and Gauthier (2014) for instance. In other words, the dynamical balance is realistic in the northern region contrary to what had been noted in the regional case.
Since the global assimilation uses a model that is very similar to the CRCM5, these results indicate that problems experienced in the regional case for January can unambiguously be attributed to the lateral boundary conditions. It should be mentioned that the GEMCLIM analyses have a similar resolution as that of ERAInterim but a higher vertical resolution (80 levels instead of 37) with a top level at 0.1 hPa (instead of 1 hPa). Referring to Chikhar and Gauthier (2014) , this could have an impact on the total tendency. An experiment with the CRCM5 driven by GEMCLIM global analyses led to nearly the same results (large biases). Using the GEMCLIM global analyses instead of ERA-Interim analyses as driving data every 6 h, did not solve the problem.
The differences between the regional and global mean analysis increments could then be due to the treatment of boundary conditions to match two models that differ in terms of spatial resolution or physical parameterizations (Warner et al. 1997; Davies 2014 ).
Sensitivity to the extension of the domain and the nesting configuration
Several studies have shown that the boundary conditions can lead to problems associated with the nesting scheme, the size of the domain, and/or the position of the frontiers (Davies 2014; Fillion et al. 2010; Warner et al. 1997; Baumhefner and Perkey 1982) . A strategy used for regional NWP forecasts is to extend the domain to move the boundary farther away from the domain of interest to avoid the problem at the boundaries impacting 48-h regional forecasts. This was tested in an experiment using all observations for January 2011 in which the domain was extended farther north and west. Figure 10 covers the extended domain and shows that the mean analysis increments resulting from this experiment still have large negative values and similar patterns as those obtained with the regular domain. The monitoring for January 2011 of the same radiosondes as before (Fig. 11) still shows large departures between observations and the forecast but at a different time than before, suggesting that inconsistencies between the driving data and the regional model remain. Strong FIG. 8 . As in Fig. 7 , but for the 6-h regional forecast.
FIG. 7.
Geopotential height (contours) and temperature (shaded colors) from ERA-Interim reanalysis valid at 1800 UTC 22 Jan for levels (a) 100 and (b) 250 hPa. The rectangular frame corresponds the CRCM5 model domain.
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cross-boundary flows similar to those shown in Fig. 8 still occur through the northern boundary of the extended domain but not at the same time and location. Figure 12 shows the corresponding tendency diagnostics that, as before (see Fig. 5 ), indicate a similar problem in the mean dynamics component of the temperature tendency. The results of this experiment show that increasing the size of the domain, at least in the way it was done here, did not correct the blending issue across the northern polar region in the presence of intermittent nonzonal large circulations prevailing in the boreal winter.
Finally, as pointed out in Zhong et al. (2010) , another factor that can also impact the forecast in limited-area models could be the size of the blending zone, where the solution from the regional model is relaxed toward the driving data. This was also tested by extending the blending zone from 10 to 20 grid points, but this did not change significantly the results that were almost identical.
Treatment of boundary conditions in the presence of rapidly changing cross-boundary flows
During the boreal winter, the large-scale circulation over the polar region can evolve rapidly over 6 h. Warner et al. (1997) and Denis et al. (2002) pointed out that the nesting scheme should allow a limited-area model to correctly handle such rapidly changing largescale circulations. Up to now in our experiments, following what is currently done in CRCM5 climate simulations, the regional model was driven 6-hourly by global analyses for winds, temperature, specific humidity, and surface pressure with a linear temporal interpolation to intermediate time steps. A possible improvement in the nesting procedure could be obtained by more frequently refreshing the lateral boundary conditions.
Moreover, large-scale dynamics are not efficiently resolved in limited-area models when forced solely at the lateral boundaries and can conflict with the global driving data (von Storch et al. 2000) . Systematic largescale errors can also develop within the regional domain when using only the classic lateral nesting procedure (Kanamaru and Kanamitsu 2007) . It is then preferable to constrain the large scales to those of the global analyses or forecasts from a global circulation model sharing the same physics and dynamics as the regional model (Scinocca et al. 2016 ). This can be done by imposing a so-called spectral nudging that can help prevent decoupling between the regional climate internal solution and the lateral forcing data (Gustafsson et al. 1998; Miguez-Macho et al. 2004; Alexandru et al. 2009; Glisan et al. 2013; Scinocca et al. 2016) . Largescale spectral nudging is a restoring force applied over the entire domain toward the prescribed large-scale components of the driving global model. The sensitivity to the temporal resolution of the lateral boundary conditions was first examined by increasing the frequency at which these are updated. The GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts have been used because they can provide the information needed for the boundary conditions up to every time step to drive the CRCM5. Moreover, this also provides consistency between the two models and reduces the difference in spatial resolution between the regional model and the driving data as recommended in Davies (2014) and Warner et al. (1997) . It is recalled that GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts are produced at a ;50-km horizontal resolution and on the same 80 vertical levels as in the CRCM5. On the other hand, ERA-Interim does not provide analyses at a similar vertical resolution and are only available at 6-h intervals.
The first experiment consisted of comparing the mean analysis increments for the period of January 2011 obtained by updating the boundary conditions every 6 h to those obtained when updating these boundary conditions at the highest temporal frequency, that is, every time step (10 min). Figures 13a and 13b indicate that this has reduced the bias in the analysis increments at 100 hPa (top panels) and 250 hPa (bottom panels). If, on top of updating the boundary conditions at every time step, a spectral nudging constraint is added with a relaxation time of 24 h, then this has an additional positive impact as shown in Fig. 13c . Figure 14 shows the results of the monitoring for the same radiosondes as before. When the model is driven at each time step without spectral nudging (blue lines), the decrease in the OMF mean values is nearly 4 K during the period 18-24 January. Adding the spectral nudging (green lines) decreases the temperature bias by about 1 K at its peak, but has little impact outside this period.
In Davies (2014) , it is shown that the lateral boundaries conditions should be updated more frequently than at every 6 h as is currently done in the CRCM5. This suggests to test the impact of the frequency of the updates in experiments in which the lateral forcing was updated every 6, 3, 1 h, and finally, at every time step FIG. 11 . Monitoring of the radiosondes at 100 hPa as in Fig. 4 for the experiment with the extended domain for January 2011.
FIG. 12. As in Fig. 5 , but for CRCM5 extended domain experiment.
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applying also a spectral nudging constraint with a 24-h relaxation time. Figures 15 and 16 show, respectively, the mean increments and the data monitoring obtained from these experiments showing a clear improvement when increasing the frequency. The most significant improvement is obtained when the temporal frequency is increased from 6 to 3 h, but it is minimal when increasing the frequency from 1 h to each time step (blue FIG. 13 . Mean temperature analysis increment (K) computed for January 2011 at (top) 100-and (bottom) 250-hPa levels when CRCM5 is laterally driven using different nesting strategies. (a) CRCM5 is driven 6-hourly by GEMCLIM global analyses; (b) CRCM5 is driven every time step by GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts; and (c) as in (b), with additional spectral nudging applied with a relaxation time of 24 h.
FIG. 14. Mean OMF (solid lines) and OMA (dotted lines) for temperature (K) from radiosondes shown in Fig. 3 for January 2011 at (a) 100 and (b) 250 hPa. Results from cycles where CRCM5 is driven 6-hourly (black), every time step (blue), and every time step with spectral nudging (green) (applied with a relaxation time of 24 h) are presented. and black lines in Fig. 16 ). Given that the time step is 10 min, it would be a significant savings in computing time if updating is done only every hour. These results show that the impact of doing so would be minimal.
The other factor that was introduced is a constraint on the large scales through spectral nudging applied to wind and temperature. As in Scinocca et al. (2016) , the spectral nudging is only applied to scales larger than about 400 km, over the whole column with a maximal strength between the model top and 0.85 hybrid model level (;850 hPa). Below 850 hPa, the spectral nudging strength is decreased through a squared cosine profile and becomes null at the lowest model level. The strength of the spectral nudging is defined by the relaxation time and, in these experiments, was decreased from 16 to 6 h, where the shorter the relaxation time, the stronger the constraint on the large scales. The boundary conditions were updated at every time step in all cases. The results of Figs. 17 and 18 show that increasing the strength of the spectral nudging (shorter relaxation times) leads to a gradual decrease in the mean analysis increments and the observations departures (OMF and OMA). FIG. 15 . As in Fig. 13 , but where CRCM5 is driven by GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts (a) 6-hourly, (b) 3-hourly, (c) hourly, and (d) every time step. Spectral nudging is applied in each case with a 24-h relaxation time. Fig. 14, but where CRCM5 is driven by GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts 6-hourly (green), 3-hourly (red), hourly (blue), and at every time step (black). Spectral nudging is applied in each case with a 24-h relaxation time.
FIG. 16. As in
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Moreover, comparing the analysis increments (Figs. 17a and 17b) and the corresponding results for monitoring (red and green lines in Fig. 18 ) reveals that the improvement is most significant when the relaxation time is decreased from 16 to 6 h.
Verification of the adopted configuration
Based on the results of the previous experiments using a 24-h relaxation time for the spectral nudging, increasing the lateral driving frequency from 1 h to one time step does not seem to bring significant improvements. This motivates our choice of updating the driving data at 1-h intervals to reduce the computational cost. This is also what is used in the regional data assimilation of the Meteorological Service of Canada (Fillion et al. 2010) . As for spectral nudging, results with updating the driving data at every time step showed that setting the relaxation time to 6 h in the spectral nudging has a significant positive impact considerably reducing the boundary decoupling. This is our justification for testing a configuration with hourly lateral driving combined with a spectral nudging with a 6-h relaxation time.
This was tested in a data assimilation cycle for January 2011. The resulting mean increment is very similar to what is obtained when the model is driven at each time step (Fig. 17b) confirming the fact that the hourly temporal frequency is high enough to enable the CRCM5 to correctly interact with the driving data. Data monitoring (Fig. 19 ) yields also very similar observation departures (OMF and OMA) for these two cycles. This configuration therefore constitutes a good compromise between the lateral decoupling minimization and computing cost as well as data storage.
The initial tendency diagnostic has been computed for January 2011, and Fig. 20 shows that the mean total temperature tendency profile (black line) has a much better behavior than that shown in Fig. 5 for our original configuration driven 6-hourly using ERA-Interim reanalyses without spectral nudging. Moreover, the FIG. 17 . As in Fig. 13 , but where CRCM5 is driven by GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts each time step with spectral nudging applied at (a) 1% and (b) 2.8% corresponding to a relaxation time of ;16 and 6 h, respectively. synoptic circulation for the same date as in Fig. 8 is presented in Fig. 21 . It shows a much better transition near the northern boundary, and the decoupling through the blending zone has almost disappeared. In this case, the circulation is very similar to what is observed in the global analyses (Fig. 7) . In the original configuration, the mismatch between the lateral boundary conditions and the different evolution in the limited-area model reduced the transport of cold air in the interior of the domain to create important departures between the background state and the observations. This new nesting strategy leads to a better agreement of the model evolution with the lateral boundary conditions.
Figures 2 and 4 indicated that the problems with the regional analyses were more acute at upper levels than in the lower part of the atmosphere. However, as surface temperatures are of particular interest for regional climate studies, the bias and rms error were evaluated for 2-m background and analysis temperature with respect to surface observations for January and July 2011. Figure 22 indicates that the model has a small negative bias around 21 K in July, while in January the bias is more variable, exhibiting a trend from about 21 up to 0 K. Figure 23 presents the rms errors and biases for 6-h forecasts (OMF) and analyses (OMA) for temperature with respect to radiosonde observations. The OMF (Figs. 23a,b) has lower biases and rms errors in July while, in January, they are both higher above 250 hPa. However, a comparison with the results obtained with the original configuration (dotted lines in Figs. 23a,b) indicates a significant improvement. As expected, the FIG. 18 . As in Fig. 14, but where CRCM5 is driven by GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts each time step with spectral nudging applied with a relaxation time of ;16 (red) and 6 h (green). Blue lines are identical to black lines in Fig. 16 and are added for comparison purpose. Fig. 14, but where CRCM5 is driven hourly (blue) and each time step (green) by GEMCLIM global analyses and forecasts with spectral nudging applied with a 6-h relaxation time.
FIG. 19. As in
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biases and rms errors are also lower for the OMA (Figs. 23c,d ).
Conclusions
The main motivation for using CRCM5 forecasts as background states for data assimilation was to evaluate this regional climate model. Following RP07, biases in the analysis increments can be related to the initial tendencies that provide information to identify the source of such systematic differences if related to physical processes acting on fast time scales in the model. Several assimilation cycles were completed over two months, January and July 2011. As currently done in regional climate simulations with the CRCM5, the lateral boundary conditions were prescribed every 6 h from ERA-Interim reanalyses. In January, the mean increments had a large negative bias particularly at higher levels in the northern part of the domain. The monitoring of temperature observations from radiosondes (OMF) in this region detected important systematic departures of the model's forecasts associated with a particular period during which there were crossboundary flows and strong temperature gradients.
Diagnostics based on mean initial temperature tendencies revealed an abnormal tendency associated with advection of temperature, particularly in the northern part of the model's domain. This occurred when very strong winds are crossing through the northern lateral boundary creating a mismatch between ERA-Interim driving data and the CRCM5 forecast in the interior. Since this does not occur in global analyses produced with the global version of the CRCM5, this experiment enabled us to focus on the treatment of the lateral boundary conditions in the model.
According to studies in the literature, the problem could be solved by extending the domain, more frequently updating the boundary conditions, and/or constraining the large scales in the interior of the limited-area model. The results obtained by extending the domain north and west did not solve the problem as the large-scale nonzonal circulations that often prevail in the Arctic region in winter still created crossboundary flows that did not match the evolution of the FIG. 20 . As in Fig. 5 , but for January cycle using the adopted lateral driving strategy (see text for details). Fig. 8 , but for CRCM5 driven hourly with additional spectral nudging with a 6-h relaxation time.
FIG. 21. As in
CRCM5. However, the data monitoring indicated that the problem occurred over a different period and different region when strong cross-boundary flows occurred through the northern boundary. The diagnostics of the temperature tendency confirmed that it was still the tendency associated with temperature advection that led to a biased total temperature tendency. The impact of increasing the updating frequency was tested 
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for the period of January, reducing the update time interval down to every time step. Significant improvements were obtained by increasing the updating frequency down to every hour, but no significant gain could be measured by decreasing further. Furthermore, in von Storch et al. (2000) , it is suggested that a constraint on the large scales over the whole domain should be imposed to keep them close to the global data from analyses. This can be done with a technique called spectral nudging, the intensity of which is measured by the relaxation time being used. The results showed that introducing the spectral nudging with a relaxation time of 6 h added to the gain obtained with a more frequent updating of the lateral boundary conditions. With an update frequency of 1 h and spectral nudging with a 6-h relaxation time, the bias in the analysis increments was substantially reduced. A comparison with respect to surface and radiosonde data showed that these changes reduced significantly, particularly for the period of January, but did not eliminate completely the bias and rms errors.
Validating models through a direct comparison to observations is certainly useful, and this is what data assimilation does first before correcting the forecast to bring it closer to observations. Monitoring observations can detect intermittent problems that may occur. The tendency diagnostics of RP07 are extremely useful and allowed us to relate the presence of a bias in the analysis increment to the treatment of the lateral boundary conditions. Moreover, they also proved useful in assessing the impact of proposed changes to address the problem. The magnitude of the reduction of the biases in the analysis increments provides certainly good evidence that the configuration of the model has to be changed in this manner to obtain reliable analyses. This is only but a first step and a more thorough evaluation is needed. Pursuing the assimilation over a longer period of time will be useful to obtain more cases that would confirm our findings based on just a few cases.
